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The Collins Press, Ireland, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. In
1922 a journalist commented on British tenacity to General Bruce, leader of the British Everest
Expedition. Bruce replied with a single word: Shackleton . Ernest Shackleton is one of history s
great explorers, an extraordinary Edwardian character who pioneered the path to the South Pole
and became a leading figure in Antarctic discovery. His incredible adventures on four expeditions
to the Antarctic have captivated generations. A restless adventurer from an Irish background, he
joined the Empire s last great endeavour of exploration - to reach the South Pole with Scott on the
Discovery expedition. A clash with Scott led to Shackleton being ordered home and a bitter feud.
Shackleton s riposte was the Nimrod expedition, which uncovered the route to the Pole, achieved
the first fixing of the South Magnetic Pole, and honed the acclaimed leadership skills which kept
despair at bay and encouraged men to overcome unimaginable hardship on the Endurance
expedition. But Shackleton was a flawed character whose chaotic private life contrasted with
celebrity status as the leading explorer. Persistent money problems left his men unpaid and his
family with debts.This first comprehensive...
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ReviewsReviews

This created book is wonderful. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got go through. I am just e ortlessly will get a enjoyment of looking at a
created publication.
-- Prof. Jasper Murazik PhD-- Prof. Jasper Murazik PhD

Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).
-- Jaiden Konopelski-- Jaiden Konopelski
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